HOW TO FIND UNL EXPERTS TO SPEAK TO OLLI CLASSES

To find experts in a comprehensive and up-to-date database, go here: http://news.unl.edu/experts/

To subscribe to Nebraska Today, the university's online daily newsletter, go here and fill in your email address: http://news.unl.edu/newsrooms/1/subscribe/ Scanning the online newsletter will help alert you to new research and expertise that can become the foundation for an OLLI class.

If you need direction from a real person, all University Communications staff with their contact info and areas of expertise and responsibility are listed here (and summarized below): http://ucomm.unl.edu/unl-news-team

Troy Fedderson; edits Nebraska Today; 472-8515; tfedderson2@unl.edu

Sean Hagewood; writes and edits news releases about all aspects of university; 472-8514; shagewood2@unl.edu

Leslie Reed; places university sources and stories in national media; 472-2059; lreed5@unl.edu

Deann Gayman; covers social sciences and humanities; 472-8320; deann.gayman@unl.edu

Scott Schrage; covers natural sciences and engineering; 472-4206; sschrage2@unl.edu

Kellie Wesslund; coordinates UNL Speakers Bureau; 472-0088; kellie@unl.edu
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